
Eagle Technical Products are world leaders in the Design and
Production of Fire Protective Flash Hoods. We manufacture a
Firefighter Range conforming to EN 13911 and an Industrial
Range EN11612. Our range is designed to meet a variety of

needs and requirements. We use innovative design to ensure
seams are comfortable and that our hoods work well with

other Personal Protective equipment. The fabrics are
designed in a rib design for additional comfort and stretch.

We hold an extensive stock range, selected designs are
made to order. These hoods are available in three sizes Small,

Regular and Large (please contactfor MOQ).
 

Eagle Technical Products
FR FLASH HOODS 

Firefighter Range
conforming to EN 13911 

Our range comes in Five Styles and a variety of market leading
fabrics including Carbon X, PBI Gold, Nomex, and Kermel Lenzing

Please consult the selection chart to identify what is the right
hood for you! We hold an extensive stock range selected design

made to order. These hoods are available in three Sizes Small
Regular and Large ( please contact for MOQ).

ETF2 Half Shoulder Design 
 

The ETF2 Hood features notched shoulders and longer length
which ensures a proper fit and added protection across the
chest. The unique Eagle design balaclava features two totally

flat crushed seams, extremely comfortable .  The longer length
assures that this hood will stay tucked inside other required

equipment. 

 
  
 

ETF20 Half Shoulder 
with Extended Neck Length

The longer length assures that this hood will stay tucked inside
other required equipment. The Extended neck

designs ensures that the bottom part of the hood does not
raise up when the head is raised. This is Eagle’s most popular

design.

ETF6 Full Shoulder Design 
 ETF6 o�ers a full shoulder design so the hood will tuck below

the trouser braces. The design ensure a proper fit and added
protection across the chest.  

ETF8 Non Elastic Facial Opening
 ETF8 Design is the preferred choice for some brigades. The

design is extremely comfortable.  Eagle design balaclavas
feature two totally flat crushed seams. 


